### Acceptable Social Science Courses

#### African American Studies
- CAS AA 207 Sociology of Race & Ethnicity

#### Anthropology
- CAS AN 101 Introduction to Anthropology
- CAS AN 103 Anthropology through Ethnography
- CAS AN 210 Medical Anthropology
- CAS AN 220 Urban Anthropology
- CAS AN 240 Legal Anthropology
- CAS AN 243 Shamans & Shamanism
- CAS AN 250 Understanding Folklore & Folklife
- CAS AN 252 Ethnicity & Identity
- CAS AN 260 Sex & Gender in Anthropological Perspective
- CAS AN 280 English Ritual Dance & Drama
- CAS AN 285 Coping with Crisis in Contemporary Africa
- CAS AN 290 Children & Culture
- CAS AN 305-327
- CAS AN 337 Creation & Evolution
- CAS AN 340-350
- CAS AN 351 Language, Culture, & Society
- CAS AN 352

#### Archaeology
- CAS AR 101 Introduction to Archaeology
- CAS AR 200 Heritage Matters: Intro Heritage Management
- CAS AR 201 Americas Before Columbus
- CAS AR 205 Origins of Civilization
- CAS AR 250 The Aztecs, Mayans, and their Predecessors
- CAS AR 280 Eating and Drinking in the Ancient World
- CAS AR 283 North American Archaeology
- CAS AR 290 Human Impacts on Ancient Environments

#### Core Curriculum
- CAS CC 112 Religion, Social Thought, & Roots of Society
- CAS CC 211 Power, Political Forms & Economics

#### Economics
- CAS EC 101 Introductory Microeconomic Analysis
- CAS EC 102 Introductory Macroeconomic Analysis
- CAS EC 111 Intro Micro Analysis – Special Achievement
- CAS EC 112 Intro Macro Analysis – Special Achievement

**Note:** Students may not take both EC101 & EC111 or both EC102 & EC112. EC105 may not fulfill any General Education requirement.

#### Geography & Environment
- CAS GE 100 Introduction to Environmental Science
- CAS GE 103 Economic Geography
- CAS GE 150 Sustainable Energy: Technology, Resources, Society, & the Environment
- CAS GE 201 World Regional Geography I
- CAS GE 250 The Fate of Nations: Climate, Resources, & Institutions
- CAS GE/IR 304 Environmentally Sustainable Development

**Note:** GE104, 105, or 110 may not be taken to fulfill any General Education requirement.

#### History
- CAS HI 101 The Dawn of Europe: Antiquity to Renaissance
- CAS HI 102 The Emergence of Modern Europe
- CAS HI 151 The Emerging United States to 1865
- CAS HI 152 The United States since 1865
- CAS HI 176 World History II: 1500 to the Present
- CAS HI 190 History of Boston: Community & Conflict
- All CAS HI 200-level and 300-level courses

#### International Relations
- CAS IR 230 Fundamentals of International Politics
- CAS IR 242 Globalization and World Poverty
- CAS IR 271 Introduction to International Relations
- CAS IR 374 Introduction to Security Studies

#### Political Science
- CAS PO 111 Introduction to American Politics
- CAS PO 141 Introduction to Public Policy
- CAS PO 151 Introduction to Comparative Politics
- CAS PO 171 Introduction to International Relations
- CAS PO 191 Introduction to Political Theory

#### Psychology
- CAS PS 101 General Psychology
- CAS PS 222 Perception and Behavior
- CAS PS 231 Physiological Psychology
- CAS PS 234 Psychology of Learning
- CAS PS 241 Developmental Psychology
- CAS PS 251 Psychology of Personalities
- CAS PS 261 Social Psychology

**Note:** CAS PS 211, 322-327 may not be taken to fulfill any General Education requirement.

#### Sociology
- CAS SO 100 Principles in Sociology
- CAS SO 205 American Families
- CAS SO/IR 206 Introduction to the Sociology of Globalization
- CAS SO 207 Sociology, Race, & Ethnicity
- CAS SO 209 Crime & Delinquency
- CAS SO 215 Sociology of Healthcare
- CAS SO 225 Law & Society
- CAS SO 240 Sexuality & Social Life
- CAS SO/WS 241 Sociology of Gender
- CAS SO 242 Globalization and World Poverty
- CAS SO 244 Urban Sociology
- CAS SO 277 Technology & Society (Same as ENG EK 280)

#### Women’s Studies
- CAS WS 101 & 102 Gender & Sexuality: An Interdisciplinary Intro

**Note:** WS 101 or WS 102 alone will not satisfy the SS or Humanities requirement. Both WS 101 & WS 102 must be completed to receive 1 SS and 1 Humanities credit.

- CAS WS 213 Women, Society, & Culture: Social Science

**Note:** Students who receive SS/Humanities credit for WS 101 & 102 cannot also take WS 213 & WS 214 for SS/Hum credit and vice versa.